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The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2691-“Yeah! Before Cynthion Group 
plants its roots here in the western region, we need to eliminate Leon as soon 
as possible and make Cynthion Group ours to prevent any accidents!” Felton 
sighed a breath of relief when he noticed that the Western Boss was changing 
his mind. 

He proceeded to convince the Western Boss to eliminate Leon as soon as 
possible. 

“How about this? I’ll arrange for two people in the Intermediate Almighty State 
to deal with Leon. I refuse to believe that Leon can handle that!” The Western 
Boss narrowed his eyes sharply. 

Though Leon may have reached the Intermediate Almighty State, he was far 
too If that were the case, that would make him unrivaled in both the southern 
and western regions. 

This would not be realistic. 

Moreover, Leon was just an outsider with no connection to the western region. 

On top of that, he was a junior. 

As the Western Boss, he could not bully Leon by fighting him directly or he 
would be mocked by others. 

In the afternoon, the Southern Boss extracted the essence of the Rainbow 
Flower and handed half the Sunlit Herb along with it over to the Western 
Boss. 

He intended to lock himself up to focus on training in the following days so 
that he could get to the Peak Almighty State as soon as possible. 

This was his top priority at the moment and he had no time or energy to deal 
with Leon. 

Hence, he intended to send two martial artists in the Intermediate Almighty 
state to take Leon on. He believed that this would guarantee Leon’s defeat 
and get him Cynthion Group. 



“Sure! If even two martial artists in the Intermediate Almighty state can’t defeat 
him, he would be considered formidable beyond imagination,” Felton said 
casually. 

Like the Western Boss, he also thought that it was surreal for Leon to reach 
the Intermediate Almighty State at such a young age. Hence, it seemed 
impossible was the highest level anyone achieved so far in the Western 
region. 

Apart from the Dragon Guards, only the Western Boss and Caleb managed to 
reach this level. 

Western region. 

Even if the Western Boss fought Leon himself, he may not be able to win and 
the Fermers may have to consider giving up on targeting Leon. 

“Alright! You may go. Also, get the Second and Third Apostles here. Tell them 
I need something from them!” After discussing what they wanted to do with 
Leon, the Western Boss said to the guard next to him. 

“Um, yes,” the guard said hesitantly. 

Spotting the strange look on the guard’s face, the Western Boss asked in 
confusion, “What is it? Is there something else you want to say?” 

“There’s indeed something else that I need to report to you. I just received 
news that two properties under the Formers’ name have been seized by the 
Dragon Corps all of a sudden,” the guard proceeded to explain. 
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and Felton were shocked. 

“Dad, why would the Dragon Corps seize our properties? Did, did they find out 
about the Southern Boss?” Felton snapped out of it but remained baffled. 

He knew that given the Western Boss’s status, the Dragon Corps would not 
target the Fermers to maintain the order of the community. 



The Southern Boss’s crime already caught the Dragon Corps’ attention, so 
Felton realized that there was a chance that the Dragon Corps found the truth 
and concluded that the Southern Boss was connected to the Fermers. 

This may explain why two properties under the Fermers’ name were seized as 
the Dragon Corps must have done it for a reason. 

“Well, that’s possible!” The Western Boss’s expression darkened. 

He agreed with Felton and initially thought that the Southern Boss’s crime was 
discovered. 

The Dragon Corps likely found out that the Fermers were hiding the Southern 
Boss and perhaps that was why the Fermers were being targeted at the 
moment. 

However, on second thought, he realized something was off. 

If the Dragon Corps indeed found out that they were hiding the Southern 
Boss, the consequences would be far worse than having two properties 
seized. 

“No! This probably has nothing to do with the Southern Boss.” The Western 
Boss shook his head. 

He knew that the Southern Boss eliminated all witnesses when he took the 
Rainbow Flower so it would be challenging for the Dragon Corps to identify 
the culprit. 

According to how the Dragon Corps’ style, they would have sent a large group 
of skillful martial artists to track the Southern Boss down if they knew that he 
was the culprit and that the Fermers were hiding him. On top of that, the 
Dragon Corps may even confront the Western Boss and demand that he hand 
the Southern Boss over. 

However, this was not the case. 

The Western Boss arranged for someone to pay attention to any movements 
on the Dragon Corps’ end. The Dragon Corps did not send out Dragon 
Guards to track the Southern Boss down, nor did they confront him. 

This proved that this matter had nothing to do with the Southern Boss. 



“Nothing to do with the Southern Boss? Then why would they seize our 
properties?” Felton asked in confusion. 

“Well, it’s probably because Diego and the others attacked Leon. I think that 
the Dragon Corps is giving US a warning,” the Western Boss said thoughtfully. 

Leon just handed Diego and the others over to the Dragon Corps, and the 
Fermers’ properties were seized shortly after. 

This was too much of a coincidence. 

The Fermers were wealthy with plenty of properties, so having two seized was 
hardly considered a severe punishment. 

The intention of this was likely to warn the Fermers instead of targeting them. 

Therefore, the possibility of this being related to the Southern Boss was 
minimal and the Western Boss assumed he crossed the Dragon Corps 
because he sent people to attack Leon. 

With that said, the Dragon Corps gave him a warning so that he would stop. 

Apart from this, he could not think of any other explanation. 

 

The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2693-“I see!” Felton realized that the 
Western Boss’s words made sense. 

There was a high chance that the Dragon Corps were punishing the Fermers 
because Diego and the others attacked Leon. 

Such mild punishment should not be linked to murder and robbery. 

“Dad, what should we do with Leon then?” Felton asked. 

He and the Western Boss both agreed to send two martial artists in the 
Intermediate Almighty State to capture Leon. 

However, the Dragon Corps was already sending the Formers a warning 
about the initial attack they planned. If they ignored this warning and 
continued to target Leon, they would be challenging the Dragon Corps’ 
authority. 



Nothing good could come from crossing the Dragon Corps. 

On the other hand, the Cynthion Group had great market value and the 
Fermers had to obtain it, so Felton could not bring himself to give up. 

“Forget it. Let’s put this matter about Leon aside for now! He won’t be able to 
do much at the moment. Once I get to the Peak Almighty State, we can 
always take him down then,” the Western Boss said thoughtfully. 

With the Dragon Corps’ interference, he had to give up on targeting Leon 
temporarily. 

He decided to wait a few days until the Dragon Corps stopped paying 
attention to him. 

Leon could not possibly reach the next power level within a matter of days, so 
the Western Boss was not worried. 

He now possessed half a Rainbow Flower and half a Sunlit Herb. 

If everything went smoothly, all he needed to do was focus on training for the 
next few days and he should be able to reach the Peak Almighty state. 

Once he reached that level, he would rival Mister Orpwood in the Dragon 
Corps. 

Out of fear for his power, the Dragon Corps would not dare to do much. 

That would be the best time for the Fermers to make a move against Leon. 

“Yeah, you are right.” Felton nodded. 

He agreed with his father that they needed to be patient. 

Since the Dragon Corps got involved, the Fermers had no reason to provoke 
the Dragon Corps further. 

They could wait until the Western Boss reached the Peak Almighty State and 
Felton decided letting Leon live for a few more days would not hurt. 

Naturally, they were unaware that the Dragon Corps seized their properties 
because Leon arranged forthem. 



Leon merely wanted the Fermers to keep a low profile while the Dragon Corps 
tracked the Southern Boss down. 

The reality proved that Leon was perceptive and prepared. 

If he did not tell Mister Orpwood to give the Formers a warning, the Western 
Boss and Felton would send more people to go after him. 

This would create a lot of trouble and may even affect the Dragon Corps’ 
investigation. 

Hence, the fact that the Western Boss and Felton gave up on targeting him for 
the time being worked perfectly for his plan. 

“Alright, it’s settled then! Felton, I’ll be in my room for the next few days to 
focus on training. I need to make sure that I get to the Peak Almighty State! I’ll 
leave all matters with you. Be careful and try not to confront Leon to prevent 
the situation from escalating,” the Western Boss said. 

He knew that Felton resented Leon for injuring him. Hence, he was worried 
that Felton would run into Leon and get into yet another fight while he was 
training. 

If the Dragon Corps got involved again, the Formers would suffer losses and 
this was hardly what the Western Boss wanted. 

“I understand!” Felton said. 

With that, the Western Boss signaled the guard to leave. He then started 
preparing for the training for him to reach the Peak Almighty State 
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hotel. 

Leon woke up and just freshened up when he heard someone knocking on 
the door. 

“Who is it?” he asked instinctively. 



Thinking back to the ambush he encountered last night, he was alarmed and 
wondered if Felton and the Western Boss sent someone over to attack him 
again. 

Just then, Renee’s melodious voice sounded outside the door. “It’s me, 
Hugh.” 

“Oh, it’s Miss Morrison,” He smiled and realized he was overthinking. 

He walked over to open the door and Renee entered the room. 

“Hugh, why did you move to a different room?” she asked in puzzlement. 

When she arrived at the hotel earlier, she went to the initial room only to find 
that Leon was gone. 

She proceeded to ask the hotel staff and found out that Leon moved into a 
different room. 

“Oh, a few thugs came to attack me last night. I broke all the furniture during 
the fight so I had to change into a different room,” Leon explained “Thugs? 
Were they sent by Felton?” A thought flashed in Renee’s head. 

Leon and Felton fought and he ended up injuring Felton. 

Leon just arrived in the western region and did not cross anyone apart from 
Felton so far. 

Upon learning that he was attacked, she almost immediately knew that this 
was Felton’s doing. 

“Yeah, it’s him!” Leon nodded. 

“Damn him! He thinks he can do anything he wants because he has the 
Fermers supporting him. How dare he?” Renee said in frustration. 

Suddenly, she seemed to have recalled something and added with concern, 
“By the way, are you alright? Are you injured?” 

She scanned Leon up and down, before relaxing when she spotted no injuries 
on Leon. 

“I’m fine.” Leon shook his head. 



“Goof. Considering your strength, a few thugs won’t be able to harm you!” She 
sighed a breath of relief. 

She once witnessed Leon’s strength when he fought Felton and she knew 
Leon Since all Felton did was send a few thugs to attack Leon, they should 
not be able to harm him. 

Naturally, she was unaware that the Western Boss and Felton did not just 
send a few random thugs. Instead, they sent a martial artist in the Initial 
Almighty State and two others in the Semi-Almighty State. 

In the end, all three of them were defeated by Leon. 

If she knew about this, she would be shaken to the core by Leon’s strength. 

“Miss Morrison, is there something you need for you to come here so early in 
the morning?” Leon changed the subject. 

 

The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2695-“Oh, it’s nothing important. I just 
have a few questions for you,” Renee said. 

She came over because Hugo told her to stay by Leon’s side and prevent him 
from deciding to work with the Dagleshs. 

However, she could not quite tell Leon that, so she did not explain in detail. 

‘”What is it?” Leon asked. 

“I want to ask you about Leon Wolf,” she said. 

She did not know that Hugh was Leon, so she came under Hugo’s order in the 
hope of securing a partnership with Cynthion Group. On top of that, she was 
also really curious about the almighty Leon and wanted to learn more about 
him through Hugh. 

“You want to know more about Leon?” A strange look appeared on Leon’s 
face as he wondered what he was supposed to say. 

After all, it was rather strange that Renee was asking him about himself. 



eliminated the Demon Lord who ranked third place in the criminal list, while 
injuring the Southern Boss. Are those all real?” Renee asked, her eyes bright 
with respect and curiosity. 

The world of martial artists respected strength above all. 

Upon learning Leon’s accomplishments, she became more curious about him 
and started idolizing him. 

“What? How did you find out about that?” Leon was shocked. 

He was used to keeping a low profile and never told outsiders about him 
killing the Demon Lord or injuring the Southern Boss. 

Not many people knew about this, so he did not expect Renee, who lived in 
the western region, to know so much. 

This caught him by surprise. However, what happened was no secret and a 
lot of families in the southern region heard about it. 

Leon gave it more thought and soon realized that the Morrisons sent someone 
to the southern region to look into him. 

That was likely why Renee knew about it. 

Almighty state at such a young age? That’s unbelievable!” Renee was 
shocked. 

Leon’s question was proof that all those things indeed happened. 

Though she and the Morrisons learned from the third elder that Leon 
eliminated the Demon Lord and injured the Southern Boss, it all sounded so 
surreal that she remained skeptical about it all along. 

However, Hugh was the vice president of Cynthion Group and was likely close 
with Leon, so he knew the truth. 

With Hugh indirectly admitting to the event, it meant that what they heard was 
Amid her shock, all her doubts about this vanished. 

 


